
F I R E P R O O F  M O B I L E          S H E L V I N G

CONSULTATION
Easy. Opening only one
corridor at a time

OPTIMIZATION

Doubling the storage
capacity FIRE RESISTANT

It closes and compacts
in case of fire

FIRE RESISTANT
Blockfire® is the only mobile
shelving with a passive
protection system, patented
and E120 certified

AIR QUALITY
A humidity and temperature
control system, guarantees the
optimal conservation of all
material it contains 

TEMPERATURE
Each compartment is equipped
with sensors detecting
temperature over time to check
for fluctuations greater than
+/- 2 ° C 

LIGHTING
Can be equipped with a
selective lighting system for
the opening corridors,
consisting of LED lamps with
low UV radiation 

ZERO FIRE LOADING

Fire loading reduces to Zero
within Blockfire® therefore it is
possible to exceed conventional
space density limits 

ACCESS CONTROL

The Operators’ access to the
various corridors can be limited
through the establishment of
authorization levels and domains 



CUSTOMISABLE FOR ARCHIVE

BlockFire has various accessories and can be equipped with tools and devices to control the
temperature and humidity inside for perfect preservation of library material.

BOOKS
Fits any size of book

FOLDERS
Specific shelves for any
folders

DOCUMENTS
Frames for hanging folders
and pull-out shelves

STORAGE and WORKS OF ART

It can be structured with accessories to hold hanging garments, hanging and folded garments,
and boxes of all sizes.
Whether pulled out or simply moved to the side, hanging artwork can be properly stored on a
grid with no positioning limits. By means of temperature and humidity detection devices,
environmental conditions are monitored.

FRAMEWORK
An interior grid for
hanging pictures

SCULPTURES
Adaptable shelves for
any size

CLOTHES
Shelves adaptable to even
the bulkiest clothes
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